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Abstract
In this paper we give a denotational model for Abadi and Cardelli’s ﬁrst order object calculus
FOb1+×μ (without subtyping) in the category pCpo. The key novelty of our model is its extensive
use of recursively deﬁned types, supporting self-application, to model objects. At a technical level,
this entails using some sophisticated techniques such as Freyd’s algebraic compactness to guarantee
the existence of the denotations of the object types. The last sections of the paper demonstrates that
the canonical recursion operator inherent in our semantics is potentially useful in object-oriented
programming. This is witnessed by giving a straightforward translation of algebraic datatypes into
so called wrapper classes.
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1 Introduction
The semantics of objects is inherently complicated. Firstly, objects are recur-
sive in the sense that they contain methods which operate on the object itself
and may return the object as a result. This reference is known as the self
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parameter to the method. Secondly, object types are usually combined with
a notion of subtyping, which can introduce anomalies in the operational se-
mantics. Thirdly, method update (including inheritance) is diﬃcult to model,
particularly in combination with subtyping and binary methods. Fourthly,
objects often come with some notion of class, which leads to the problem of
ﬁnding an encoding of classes (pre-methods [1], new functions [23], etc have
been studied) and an associated mechanism for creating new object instances
from classes. Arguably, all these listed problems arise from the recursive na-
ture of objects (see e.g. [3]). There has been much research on ﬁnding good
approaches to dealing with the recursion inherent in objects. Self-application
semantics [16,10] takes the point of view that objects should be modelled
as complicated recursive types. There are other approaches involving higher-
order polymorphism [17,18] which hide all recursion under an existential quan-
tiﬁer. Recursive record semantics [5,6,23] can be seen as a compromise where
(covariant) recursive types are used for self-returning methods, and a ﬁx-point
operator at the level of terms is needed to handle references to the object’s
instance variables. Unfortunately, a direct self-application encoding into Fω<:
fails to support subtyping, while the other two listed approaches do not sup-
port method update (note, however, that [4] gives an encoding with both
recursion and bounded existentials that does support method update). Abadi
and Cardelli [1] proposed a variety of diﬀerent object calculi which support
method update and gave them a primitive semantics based upon reduction
rules. Our starting point is that method update is indeed an important in-
gredient in the object-oriented paradigm, and we believe that recursive types
should be used in modelling objects. For reasons explained in [1] we therefore
consider the notion of object fundamental, and hence prefer a streamlined
theoretical approach rather than an encoding via F ω<:. One aim of our work
is indeed to provide a mathematical foundation for logics of object calculi,
particularly logics of program transformations. Direct denotational models of
object calculi are more suited to this purpose. This paper presents the ﬁrst
steps in this program. We develop a categorical model for object calculus
FOb1+×μ presented in [1] (with minor modiﬁcations) based on an interpre-
tation of object types as recursive types via mixed variance functors. The
encoding of object types has the ﬂavor of a self-application semantics. The
main novelty with this model is in its extensive use of recursively deﬁned types
to model object types. Our mathematical setting is the category pCpo where
we model objects as solutions of self ∼= self → F self , where F is a covariant
functor representing the type of the methods. The simplest objects give rise
to a constant functor F while the full generality allows us to deﬁne what we
term wrapper classes for algebraic datatypes. We believe that this model can
be extended to support subtyping by natural transformations on the under-
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lying functor F and, by regarding F as a pattern functor, opens the way to a
polytypic style of object oriented programming. The paper is structured as
follows: after setting up the mathematical framework of Freyd’s algebraically
compact categories in section 2, we present the calculus FOb1+×μ in section
3. In section 4 we give a semantics for the calculus in pCpo. In section 5,
we discuss wrapper classes, i.e. link our semantics of objects to algebraic and
coalgebraic style of programming, including giving the example of natural
number objects. Finally, section 6 summarises our contribution and compares
to related work. Finally, as this work is still in its early stages we are most
happy to receive comments and feedback on directions and extensions.
2 Mathematical Preliminaries
We assume the reader is familiar with elementary category theory and in par-
ticular the basic concepts of category theory such as product, and exponential
— see Mac Lane [13] for details. As mentioned in the introduction, we propose
a denotational model of typed object calculi whose key novelty is the use of
recursively deﬁned types. A simple example, e.g. ﬁnding an object D such
that D ∼= [D ,D ], indicates that the existence of such recursively deﬁned types
is not at all obvious, e.g. there is clearly no set D such that D ∼= [D ,D ]. The
key feature of this example is that the mapping of an object D to the object
[D ,D ] is not a functor in that the left occurrence of D in the expression [D ,D ]
occurs contravariantly while the right occurrence is covariant. Such mappings
are called difunctors.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [Difunctor] If C is a category, a difunctor is a functor F :
Cop × C  C. A ﬁxed point of such a difunctor is an object X such that
X ∼= FX X
There has been much research on ﬁnding ﬁxed points for difunctors. The
classic paper [21] deﬁnes a category of embedding and projection pairs where
the functor F acts covariantly and from which a ﬁxed point of F can be de-
rived. More recently, [12,11,8,9] have used the more axiomatic setting of
algebraically compact categories. i.e. categories where all (in a suitably qual-
iﬁed sense) covariant functors have an initial algebra the inverse of whose
structure map is the ﬁnal coalgebra. The related, but weaker, property of al-
gebraic completeness merely requires all (again, in a suitably qualiﬁed sense)
covariant functors to have an initial algebra. The axiomatic approach is po-
tentially easier to apply to non-domain theoretic models such as realizability
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models and models containing intensional features. Since we do not wish to
over commit ourselves to a speciﬁc semantic setting at this stage, we there-
fore implicitly follow the axiomatic setting of [8,9] in working in the Kleisli
category of a lifting monad. However, four the purpose of concreteness and
simplicity of this presentation, we choisen to work with the canonical model of
the category pCpo of w -complete partial orders and partial continuous func-
tions. We denote by Cpo the subcategory of pCpo consisting of all cpos and
total continuous functions. The salient facts about the categories pCpo and
Cpo can be found in [19]. Cpo has the standard structure of being cartesian
closed with ﬁnite coproducts. We give a brief summary of the structure of
pCpo:
• Zero object: The empty cpo is a zero object in pCpo. That is, it is both
an initial object and a terminal object.
• Coproducts: If A and B are cpos, their disjoint union is the coproduct
of A and B in pCpo.
• Partial Products: If A and B are cpos, the cartesian product of the
underlying sets is their partial product. It is not a product as the domain
of deﬁnition of the pairing (f , g) is the intersection of the domains of f
and g and hence fst(f , g) = f etc. We denote the partial product by
A⊗ B to remind ourselves it is not a product.
• Kleisli/Partial Exponentials: If A and B are cpos, then the set of
partial continuous functions from A to B forms a cpo as usual. We denote
this cpo [A,B ] or A ⇀ B . As expected, partial exponentials are right
adjoint to the partial product. − ⊗ A  [A,−] : Cpo  pCpo. Note
the domains and codomains for the functors involved in this adjunction.
• Compactness: pCpo is algebraically compact in that all locally contin-
uous functors have coinciding initial algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras [11].
It is worth making the observation here that, apart from compactness, we
would have liked our ambient category to be cartesian closed and have ﬁnite
coproducts so that we could manipulate polynomial functors and their (co-
)algebras using the standard techniques. Indeed, settling for partial products
and Kleisli exponentials may seem like a poor alternative. However, any com-
pact category has a zero object (induced as the ﬁxed point of the identity
functor) and a CCC with a zero object is inconsistent as
A ∼= A× 1 ∼= A× 0 ∼= 0
Hence we cannot get away from working in a non-cartesian closed setting.
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Nevertheless, the subcategory Cpo (where values take their denotation) is, of
course, still cartesian closed. So given a category like pCpo, how does one
ﬁnd ﬁxed points for difunctors? Recall that in the simpler case of a covariant
endofunctor F : C  C, one ﬁnds an object A ∼= FA as the initial F -algebra
or ﬁnal F -coalgebra.
Deﬁnition 2.2 [Algebra, Coalgebra] Given a functor F we say that an arrow
α : FA → A is an F-algebra with carrier A. Such F-algebras are the objects in
a category Alg(F) for every functor F. The dual notion is that of F-coalgebra,
i.e. reversed arrows α : A → FA. The arrows between (co)algebras are F-
homomorphisms, i.e. arrows h such that, for F-algebras the left diagram below
commutes and, for F-coalgebras the right diagram below commutes:
FA
F h  FB A
h  B
Alg(F) Coalg(F)
A
α

h
 B
β

FA
α

F h
 FB
β

When working with difunctors, algebras and coalgebras generalise to dialge-
bras. Note the presence of both covariance and contravariance in a difunctor
means that we have no need for the dual notion of a dialgebra. The term
dialgebra has several deﬁnitions in the literature, and so we give ours here:
Deﬁnition 2.3 [Dialgebras] A G-dialgebra for difunctor G : Cop × C → C is a
pair of objects A,B together with an associated pair of arrows f : GAB → B
and g : A → GB A.
The category of dialgebras has maps between dialgebras given as follows
Deﬁnition 2.4 [Dialgebra Maps] Given G-dialgebras (A,B , φ, ψ) and (A′,B ′, φ′, ψ′),
a G-homomorphism is a pair of arrows (g : B → B ′, h : A′ → A) such that the
following diagrams commute:
GAB
φ  B A
ψ GB A
GA′ B ′
G g h

φ′
 B ′
h

A′
g

ψ′
 GB ′A′
G h g

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A key idea in axiomatic domain theory is to use algebraic compactness to ﬁnd
ﬁxed points for difunctors. Here is a sketch of the construction:
Lemma 2.5 Let G : Cop×C  C be a difunctor on an algebraically compact
category C. Then G has a ﬁxed point.
Proof. Form the functor G′ : Cop × C → Cop × C by following the doubling
trick proposed by Freyd:
G′ X Y  (G(Y ,X ),G(X ,Y ))
Since C is algebraically complete, so is Cop×C and thus G′ has an initial algebra,
say G′(X ,Y )→(X ,Y ), which is given by maps innG : X→G(Y ,X ) and outG :
G(X ,Y )→Y . By Lambek’s lemma, innG and outG are isomorphisms. Next,
the pair (outG , innG) : (Y ,X )→G′(Y ,X ) is easily seen to be the ﬁnal G′-
coalgebra. Since C is algebraically compact, so is Cop×C and hence the initial
G′-algebra and ﬁnal G′-coalgebra coincide. Thus X = Y and we have a G-ﬁxed
point as required. 
Of course, while the above proof may seem simple, much of the work is hidden
in proving that i) algebraic completeness and compactness are preserved by
taking products and opposite categories; ii) formalising exactly the class of
difunctors which are to be considered; and iii) proving that certain categories
are algebraically complete and compact. Further subtle and technical issues
arise, e.g. that these ﬁxed points should be suitably parameterised etc, but for
this presentation we have decided to gloss over the details. See [8] for details.
Having said this, the modularisation of the construction of ﬁxed points is
very elegant. Notice also that more is true than we claimed. In particular
we constructed a speciﬁc ﬁxed point of a difunctor with a universal property,
namely, the initial dialgebra. We shall put this universal property to use later.
3 Object Calculus
We will now give the syntax and operational semantics of a ﬁrst-order ob-
ject calculus, henceforth referred to as FOb, which is essentially Abadi and
Cardelli’s FOb1μ extended with unit, product and coproducts. FOb hence
has method updates, but not subtyping or higher-types. There are no real
surprises in the calculus and its inclusion is merely for the sake of the com-
pleteness of the paper. We assume countable sets L (method labels), V (type
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variables), and U (term variables) and will use Greek letters for type vari-
ables, lower case letters for term variables, and li with index i ∈ N for method
labels.
Deﬁnition 3.1 [FOb-types] The set TFOb is deﬁned by induction with
τ := v type variables
| 1 terminal type
| τ1 × τ2 product types
| τ1 + τ2 sum types
| τ1→τ2 function types
| μv .τ recursive types
| [l1 :τ1, . . . , ln :τn ] object types
where v ∈ V , and for each i , li ∈ L.
Notice that there is no restriction on the occurrences of type variables in
recursive types which means this calculus is expressive in including a variety
of sophisticated types such as Lam = μX .N + (X→X ) where N = μX .1 +X .
As usual, one next deﬁnes the pre-terms of FOb.
Deﬁnition 3.2 [FOb-preterms] The set NFOb is deﬁned by induction with
U ⊆ NFOb. Inductively, if m,m
′, b ∈ NFOb, τi ∈ TFOb, li ∈ L and xi ∈ U
(with i ∈ N) then ∗, [l1 = ς(x1 : τ1)b1, ..., ln = ς(xn : τn)bn ], m.l , m m ′,
λ(x : τ)b, m.l ↼↽ς(x : τ)m ′, inl m, inr m, case(b, x .m, y .m ′), fst m, snd m,
(m,m ′), inn(τ,m), and out(m) are in NFOb.
We will adopt the following convention for meta-variables denoting terms: the
symbol o is a term of the form [l1 = ς(x1 : τ1)b1, ..., ln = ς(xn : τn)bn ] for some
n ∈ N. Sometimes we also write [li = ς(xi : τi)bi ]i∈I for such terms, for I a
ﬁnite subset of N. Terms of these two equivalent forms are known as objects.
For convenience we will identify any two terms (types) which are equal up to
the order of method labels, e.g. [l1 = ..., l2 = ....] ≡ [l2 = ..., l1 = ....], and
we assume that method labels occurring inside the same enclosing brackets
[...] are distinct. We use Abadi and Cardelli’s deﬁnition of substitution, and
write m[a/b] meaning a is substituted for all free occurrences of b in m [1].
Further, m(x ) means x is free in m (hence possibly not even occurring in m),
and then m(a) ≡ m[a/x ].
Deﬁnition 3.3 [FOb-Environments] An environment E is a ﬁnite sequence
of the form x1 :τ1, . . . , xn :τn with no variable occurring twice in the sequence.
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The typing judgments are of the form E  a : σ where E is an environment, a
is a pre-term and σ is a type. We also let E  σ abbreviate ∃a ∈ NFOb such
that E  a : σ, i.e. the statement that σ is a well-formed inhabited type.
Deﬁnition 3.4 [FOb-Typing judgments] The typing judgments of FOb are
E , xi : σ  b1 : τ1, ..., bn : τn σ = [l1 :τ1, . . . , ln :τn ]
E  [l1 = ς(x1 : σ)b1, ..., ln = ς(xn : σ)bn ] : σ
(object intro)
E  a : σ, E , x : σ  b : τj σ = [l1 : τ1, ..., ln : τn ]
E  a.lj ↼↽ ς(x : σ)b : σ
(object update)
E  a : [l1 : τ1, ..., ln : τn ] 0< i <n+1
E  a.li : τi
(object elim)
E  c : σ1 + σ2 E , xi : σi  mi : τ (i = 1, 2)
E  case(c, x1.m1, x2.m2) : τ
(case)
E  a : τ
E  inl a : τ + σ
(inl)
E  b : σ
E  inr b : τ + σ
(inr)
E  a : τ × σ
E  fst a : τ
(fst proj)
E  a : τ × σ
E  snd a : σ
(snd proj)
E  a : τ E  b : σ
E  (a, b) : τ × σ
(pair form)
E  m : τ1 → τ2,n : τ1
E  m n : τ2
(λ-elim)
E , x : τ1  b : τ2
E  λ(x : τ1)b : τ1 → τ2
(λ-intro)
E  ∗ : 
(unit-unit)
E  b : σ[μα.σ(α)]
E  inn(τ, b) : μα.σ(α)
(μ-in)
E  b : μα.σ(α)
E  out(b) : σ[μα.σ(α)]
(μ-out)
We say a pre-term m ∈ NFOb is well-typed iﬀ there exists a type τ ∈ TFOb and an environment E
such that E  m : τ . We let MFOb denote the set of well-typed terms up to the obvious notion of
α-equivalence induced by the term-binders λ, ς and case.
4 Difunctorial Semantics
In this section we give a denotational model of FOb using the category pCpo.
The key feature of this semantics is that it reﬂects our intuition that the object
types of FOb are ﬁxed points of recursive type equations. More speciﬁcally,
the recursion is over the self-parameter which occurs negatively. This intuition
is clearly seen in the object-intro typing rule for σ = [l1 : τ1, . . . , ln : τn ] which
suggests the i ’th method will consume the self-parameter, which has type σ,
to produce something of type τi . Thus, intuitively, the interpretation of σ
should satisfy
[[σ]] ∼= [[σ]] ⇀ [[τ1]]× · · · × [[τn ]]
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and hence the denotation of σ should be the ﬁxed point of μX .X ⇀ [[τ1]] ×
· · · × [[τn ]]. Crucially, the following lemma shows that such an interpretation
supports self-application [10] which our semantics both requires and supports.
We state the lemma speciﬁcally for pCpo to make clear we are not using
cartesian closure in the proof.
Lemma 4.1 Let F : pCpo  pCpo be a covariant functor and O satisfy
O ∼= [O ,FO ]. Then there is a self-application map sapp : O→FO.
Proof. All isomorphisms are total and hence the isomorphism uncurries to
give a map O ⊗ O→FO . Now precompose with the diagonal which partial
products posses. 
Notice how this diﬀers with the recursive record semantics [1], where the recur-
sion is in the output or covariant position while the contravariant occurrence
of self is replaced by having a separate state type, and a ﬁxed point oper-
ator at the level of terms. Our semantics also diﬀers from other encodings
such as various encoding with existentials [18,4] where the contravariant oc-
currence is present but hidden under the existential quantiﬁer. In our model
of FOb we instead explicate the contravariant self parameter and interpret
all object types into more elaborate recursive types which, as we have seen,
support self-application. If C is a category we denote by Cˆ the category
Cop × C and note that (Cˆ)n = ˆ(Cn). The doubling trick used to obtain ﬁxed
points of difunctors assigns to each difunctor F : Cop × C  D a functor
Fˆ : Cop ×C  Dop ×D. We call functors that arise in this way symmetric -
see [8] for a full deﬁnition. Each symmetric functor F induces two functors F1
and F2 by post-composition with the projections Π1 and Π2 arising from the
product on Cat. In fact the mapping F → Fˆ is a bijection between difunctors
and symmetric functors with inverse sending F to F2. This fact will be used
below to deﬁne symmetric functors by giving difunctors. Finally let P be
the category pCpoop × pCpo. With this notation we can give a semantics to
types as follows. If a type τ has n-free type variables 3 , its interpretation is a
symmetric functor
[[τ ]] : Pn  P
Using the bijection mentioned above, we deﬁne the symmetric functor [[τ ]] by
giving [[τ ]]2. The exceptions to this rule are for the interpretations of recursive
3 At this point we play a slight price of informality for not indexing judgments by free type
variables. However we previously gained by having less notationally cumbersome judgments.
We leave the reader to decide if this was an appropriate choice.
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types and object types.
[[1]]2X = 1
[[τ1 + τ2]]2X = [[τ1]]2X + [[τ2]]2X
[[τ1 × τ2]]2X = [[τ1]]2X ⊗ [[τ2]]2X
[[τ1→τ2]]2X = [[τ1]]1X ⇀ [[τ2]]2X
[[μv .τ ]]X = ([[τ ]]X )†
where ([[τ ]]X )† is the ﬁxed point of [[τ ]]X : P  P. Finally, for an object
type σ = [l1 :τ1, . . . , lm :τm ], we have
[[[l1 :τ1, . . . , lm :τm ]]] = [[μv . v → τ1 × · · · × τm ]]
Unwinding the deﬁnition, we thus have
[[σ]]2X ∼= [[σ]]2X ⇀ [[τ1]]2X ⊗ · · · ⊗ [[τm ]]2X
and note that, in this situation, lemma 4.1 applies since we can take F to
be the constant functor returning [[τ1]]2X ⊗ · · · ⊗ [[τm ]]2X . Just as we gave an
interpretation to types, so we give one to environments. If E is an environment
with n-free type variables, then
[[E ]] : Pn  P
is the symmetric functor deﬁned by
[[x1 :τ1, . . . , xm :τm ]]2X = [[τ1]]2X ⊗ · · · ⊗ [[τm ]]2X
Finally we come to the interpretation for term judgments. If E  e :τ is a
judgment using n-type variables, then its interpretation is an indexed family
of morphisms
[[E  e:τ ]]A : [[E ]]2A  [[τ ]]2A
for each symmetric functor A : Pn , i.e. for some X : pCpon the functor A is
of the form A = ((X1,X1), . . . , (Xn ,Xn)). Since the semantic clauses for the
term constructs associated with the basic types 1,+,×,→ are as expected,
we leave them as an exercise and focus instead on the judgments for object
introduction, update and elimination which we take verbatim from Deﬁnition
3.4
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• Object Introduction: By assumption we are given maps
[[E , x : σ  bi:τi ]]A : [[E , x : σ]]2A  [[τi ]]2A
in pCpo. Using the deﬁnition of [[E , x : σ]]2 and the the adjunction
between partial product and and partial exponentials, these correspond
to the following maps in the category Cpo:
[[E ]]2A  ([[σ]]2A ⇀ [[τi ]]2A)
and hence we get, for each A, one map
[[E ]]2A  ([[σ]]2A ⇀ [[τ1 × · · · × τn ]]2A)
But, since [[σ]]2A ⇀ [[τ1×· · ·×τn ]]2A is isomorphic to [[σ]]2A, we are done.
• Object Elimination: We are given a family of maps
[[E  a:σ]]A : [[E ]]2A  [[σ]]2A
and want a map
[[E  a:σ]]A : [[E ]]2A  [[τj ]]2A
This can be constructed by postcomposing with the self-application map
[[σ]]2A  [[τ1]]2A× · · · [[τn ]]2A and then the j ’th projection.
• Object Update: Start with the map
[[E  a:σ]]A : [[E ]]2A  [[σ]]2A
Unwind the isomorphism deﬁning [[σ]]2A. Replace the j ’th component of
the tuple with
[[E , x : σ  b:τj ]]A : [[E , x : σ]]2A  [[τj ]]2A
and then refold the isomorphism to get the required map.
5 Wrapper Classes
We saw in the previous section how object types and the associated term
judgments can be given a semantics by solving recursive equations of the form
O ∼= O→K for some constant K representing the types of the ﬁelds of the
object type. There is thus an asymmetry in that the self parameter can be
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consumed by the methods but the methods can’t produce new self’s or objects.
More generally one would like methods to be able to both consume and return
the self parameter - this would make sense in both functional and imperative
object calculi. Doing this means solving equations of the form
O ∼= [O , FO ]
where F is some covariant functor. Such generalised objects are clearly sup-
ported by the semantics we have already developed. Also note by instantiating
F with the identity functor we get the classic equation D ∼= [D ,D ]. We put
this idea to use by asking the following question. Given that both the ini-
tial algebra and ﬁnal coalgebra styles of programming have proven to be very
popular in the functional world, can we incorporate them into the world of
objects? More precisely, if F is a covariant functor with initial algebra μF and
ﬁnal coalgebra νF, can we ﬁnd an object O which supports the kind of pro-
gramming enjoyed by μF and νF. Of course, since we work in an algebraically
compact category μF = νF. We provide a partial positive answer to this ques-
tion by choosing O to be the ﬁxed point of the equation O ∼= [O , FO ]. Note
that our analysis is semantic in that we treat all covariant functors rather than
retreating into some restricted syntactic class of functors such as polynomials.
For the rest of this section, ﬁx a covariant functor F and deﬁne the difunctor
G(X ,Y ) = X→FY . Also we write inn and out for the structure maps
inn : [O ,FO ]  O out : O  [O ,FO ]
of the initial G-dialgebra. Our ﬁrst result is that objects can be ”evaluated”
into the ﬁnal coalgebra and hence enjoy a notion of equality induced by bisim-
ulation.
Lemma 5.1 O is an F-coalgebra and hence there is a F-coalgebra homomor-
phism O  νF.
Proof. From lemma 4.1, self application gives a coalgebra O  FO . 
Not only is there a map from O to the ﬁnal F-coalgebra, but also there is a
map from the initial algebra to O
Lemma 5.2 O is an F-algebra and hence there is a F-algebra homomorphism
μF  O.
Proof. We would like constructors for O , that is for O to be an F-algebra.
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Using the isomorphism deﬁning O , the structure map FO  O can be
given by a map FO  [O , FO ] which we take to be the ﬁrst projection
after uncurrying. Now that O is an F-algebra, the fold operation of the initial
algebra deﬁnes an F-algebra homomorphism μF  O . 
That the composite μF  O  νF is the canonical map induced by the
initiality of μF and/or the ﬁnality of νF relies on the regularity of O . In this
setting O is therefore a retract of μF showing it contains the elements of μF
but a whole lot more as well. Next, we wish to consider recursion principles.
Initial algebras come with a canonical recursion operator fold which arises
as the unique map from the initial algebra to some other algebra. Similarly
there is a recursion operator unfold which arises as the unique map from some
coalgebra to the ﬁnal coalgebra. As we mentioned earlier, O has the universal
property of being the initial dialgebra and hence comes with its own recursion
principle for deﬁning maps from O to any other dialgebra. Unwinding the
deﬁnition of dialgebra etc, this gives the principle of direcursion.
Deﬁnition 5.3 [Direcursion] Let (φ, ψ) be a dialgebra with types given in
the diagram below. Deﬁne ([φ]) : O  B and [(ψ)] : A  O to be the
unique dialgebra homomorphism such that the following diagram commutes:
[O , FO ]
innG O O
outG [O , FO ]
[A, FB ]
G [(ψ)]([φ])

φ
 B
([φ])

A
[(ψ)]

ψ
 [B , FA]
G ([φ])[(ψ)]

By simply chasing the above diagram, one can extract the direcursion principle
as two mutually recursive combinators:
Deﬁnition 5.4 [Direcursion - combinators]
([φ, ψ]) o  φ ((F ([φ, ψ])) ◦ (outG o) ◦ [(φ, ψ)])
[(φ, ψ)] o  innG ((F [(φ, ψ)]) ◦ (ψ o) ◦ ([φ, ψ]))
This recursion scheme has been developed as a programming tool by by [7,15]
and also opens the way for potential optimisations of based upon fusion, de-
forestation etc and gives laws for object-oriented programs a la Algebra of
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Programming-school. In future work we plan to test whether thesis is practi-
cally viable. Here, we use direcursion to show that O can be used to simulate
the unfold operation of the ﬁnal F-coalgebra. That is given any F-coalgebra
α : A→FA, we deﬁne a map from A to O . This can be done by instanti-
ating the direcursion principle by taking B to be the one element cpo. The
map φ must then be the unique total map, while the map A→[1, FA] sends
a to the total function returning α(a). To summarise, we have deﬁned a
translation of some of the key features of initial algebra and ﬁnal coalgebra
programming into the world of objects. That is, we have deﬁned an object
type which contains the elements of the initial algebra, has constructors for
pattern matching, can be evaluated into the ﬁnal coalgebra, supports a notion
of bisimulation and supports an unfold operator. That these constructions are
quite simple suggests to us that these wrapper objects are natural and gives
us hope that further concepts can be incorporated into the model without it
becoming intractable. But that is of course the subject for future research.
6 Conclusion and Further Work
Our approach in this paper diﬀers from the original denotational semantics
given in [1]. Firstly and most fundamentally, they use the ideals/metric ap-
proach [14] while our approach is based on Fiore’s category of partial maps
instantiated for pCpo, thus mimicking the more abstract order-enriched setting
of [22,2]. Secondly, Abadi and Cardelli interpret types as partial equivalence
relations (pers) over a universal domain, while we interpret object types by
solving recursive type equations in pCpo. As a result, we get a more intu-
itive model of objects, with an associated principle of recursion. We think the
translation of inductive types into wrappers shows the simplicity and natural-
ness of this model. However, subtyping has known problems in combination
with recursive types, and further research is needed in order to model sub-
typing together with the direcursion principle. Reus and Streicher [20] have
recently treated untyped object calculus in a domain theoretic setting. They
use an induction principle to reason with such objects. However, in their work
there is one single induction principle, whereas in our typed setting, there is
an instantiation for every object type.
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